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The tremendous success of rock music in the second half of the 20th century has boosted
the sophistication of production and mixing techniques for this music genre. However, there
is no unified theory of mixing from the viewpoint of sound engineering. In this paper, we
highlight relationships between loudness and spectrum in individual tracks, established during
the process of mixing. To do so, we introduce an ad hoc, three-dimensional model of the
spectrum of a track. These dimensions are derived from an optimal monitoring level, that is,
the level that optimizes the number of frequency bands at the same, maximum loudness. We
study a corpus of 55 rock multi-tracks and correlate the model with the loudness of the tracks.
We suggest that (1) at high monitoring levels and/or on high-end monitors, track loudness is
a linear function of its spectral centroid, and (2) at low monitoring levels and/or on budget
monitors, a track’s optimal monitoring level is a linear function of its loudness. This indicates
that under good listening conditions, human mixers tend to focus on spectral balance, whereas
under bad conditions, they favor individual track comprehension. We discuss the implication
of our results for automatic mixing.

0 INTRODUCTION

Mixing is a crucial step in popular music production.
However, the human mixing process, viewed from a data
flow perspective, is still poorly understood. Mixing is
mostly considered a craftsmanship rather than a science,
on the grounds that it “is ‘highly nonlinear’ [1] and ‘unpre-
dictable’ [2], and that there are ‘no hard and fast rules to
follow’ [1]” [3]. In this paper, we contribute to the under-
standing of the human mixing process by exhibiting invari-
ant relations in tracks produced by human mixers. Whether
these relations are produced consciously or not lies out of
the scope of this study. Our primary goal is to identify these
relations from the analysis of a corpus in the mainstream
rock genre.

A fundamental concern regarding the mixing process is
the extent to which the listener can hear each track making
up a mix individually. Indeed, several automatic mixing
frameworks are based on the sole hypothesis according to
which each track in the mix should be as audible as possible
[4]–[9]. Of crucial importance in regard to track audibility
is the gain applied to each track during the mixing process
[10]. However, relevant literature shows that no consensus
is reached as to the settings of the tracks’ relative gains.
Gains may be “subjective” and “influenced by taste” [4],
they may result in equal track loudness [5],[6],[9], or they

may favor soloing instruments [5],[11]. In this paper, we
examine the possibility of individual track gain being set
by human mixers so that track audibility is optimal, in the
sense that the number of frequency bands that can be heard
is optimized for each track.

Another fundamental concern regarding the mixing pro-
cess concerns the spectral balance of the result [12]–[14].
Many mixing engineers mix towards a subconscious tar-
get frequency response curve, which may be approximated
by the average spectrum of a large commercial recording
dataset [12],[13],[15]. This leads us to also examine the pos-
sibility of individual track gain being set by human mixers
so that the spectral balance of the mix approaches a typi-
cal spectral envelope. Under this point of view, the overall
spectral balance of a mix would be the result of both track
gains and individual track equalizations.

Following these concerns, we propose a signal descrip-
tor that provides an approximation of track audibility. We
then compare the descriptor’s values with individual track
loudness. We find that there exists a significant correlation
between individual track audibility and loudness, which
can be observed at low monitoring level and/or on budget
monitors. We also consider a variant of the spectral centroid
that derives from the audibility descriptor, which we again
compare with individual track loudness. Using this vari-
ant, we exhibit a significant correlation between individual
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track brightness and loudness, which can be observed at
high monitoring levels and/or on high-end monitors, and
which points to a specific overall spectral profile.

These findings suggest that the mixing engineers’ work
is guided by two implicit directives. Under bad listening
conditions, track audibility stands out as a priority. Under
good listening conditions, priority shifts to fitting a spe-
cific spectral profile. The success of a mix may lie in the
compliance to these two directives.

Since the results of both directives are observed as cor-
relations between spectral and loudness-based descriptors,
they indicate the existence of tight relations between spec-
trum and loudness in commercial rock mixes. Such relations
may be of interest in the field of automatic mixing, by pro-
viding a basis for automatic track gain adjustment based
solely on the track’s spectrum.

1 MATERIAL AND METHODS

1.1 Corpus
Following [16], the music corpus we rely on consists

of 55 multi-track songs from the Rock Band video game1.
Song selection was the result of a compromise between the
following constraints:

• The corpus should focus on the commercial rock
genre.

• Instrumentation should focus on the standard
drums/bass/guitars/vocals setup.

• The drum section should be available as separate
tracks and not bounced into a stereo mix.

• To ensure representativeness, not more than three
songs from the same band should be chosen.

• The release date for tracks should be as evenly split
as possible.

• Lead guitar parts should be as numerous as possible,
even though all songs do not feature such parts.

Each song from the game is typically split into seven
classes of tracks, “kick drum,” “snare drum,” “overheads,”
“bass guitar,” “guitar,” “vocals,” and “miscellaneous.” The
“overheads” are a pair of microphones placed above the
drum kit. They capture a global image of the instrument,
with an emphasis on cymbals [17].

All tracks from the corpus are produced. They are not raw
audio tracks captured directly from the inputs to a mixing
console. We can hear obvious equalization, compression,
chorusing, reverberation, and distortion. Summing the track
results in a mix that’s close the commercial version of the
songs. According to the mixing engineer who adapted the
songs to the Rock Band game, “if everyone’ s playing the
game perfectly, [the song] sounds just like the record” [18].
A manual check on all songs generated very few exceptions,
with 5 tracks being either much louder or much softer than
they appear in the commercial mix. The levels on these
tracks were manually corrected. Tracks from the resulting

1http://www.rockband.com/
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Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-track corpus. Distribution of tracks
by instrument (top), and distribution of songs by release date
(bottom).

corpus can simply be summed in order to get a very good
approximation of the final song, even to professional mixing
engineers’ standards.

The original guitar tracks often contained a sequential
mix of different guitar parts. We manually split such tracks
so that one audio file corresponds to a single instrumental
part. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this results in a number of
instrumental parts that may be different from the number
of songs.

The class “miscellaneous” designates audio files that
contain keyboard, backing vocals, additional sound effects
or extra guitar parts. Selection of the songs ensures that
keyboard, backing vocals, and sound effects are minimal
and can therefore be considered as insignificant. Guitar
parts from the “miscellaneous” tracks were manually ex-
tracted and treated as guitar tracks. Finally, we distinguish
between lead guitars (solos) and nonlead guitars (accom-
paniment/rhythmic guitars). As a result, there are seven
classes of tracks: “kick drum,” “snare drum,” “overheads,”
“bass guitar,” “nonlead guitar,” “lead guitar,” and “vocals.”

The corpus does not contain the original songs, but pre-
mixes in which all the tracks pertaining to each instru-
ment type have been mixed together. Therefore, conclusions
reached during the article may only apply to premixes, not
to individual tracks. Fig. 1 summarizes the final corpus con-
tent. 392 tracks were extracted from 55 unique songs. Dur-
ing the mixing stage, “comparative checks against stylisti-
cally similar releases [should be performed]” [19], which
indicates that principles involved in mixing may be spe-
cific to a music genre. Observations made in the present
paper apply to the mainstream rock genre, even though the
method involved may be applicable to other music genres.

1.2 Loudness descriptors
Loudness as a subjective measure is a widely studied

field [20]–[24]. The basis for most loudness algorithms lies
on the frequency filtering of the signal by the ear, which is
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Fig. 2. Common Leq frequency weightings. Adapted from [23].
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Fig. 3. FWCs corresponding to ISO226:2003. The numbers over
each curve correspond to the perceived loudness in phon.

referred to as frequency weighting. Fig. 2 shows a number
of frequency weighting contours (FWCs) that are routinely
used in loudness evaluation [23]. One particular class of
loudness models we will rely on, the measure of the equiv-
alent continuous sound level, or Leq, evaluates loudness by
first filtering the signal with a FWC, and then by computing
the RMS of the result. In case of stereo tracks, following
[15], power summation was used.

The contours shown in Fig. 2 are not level-dependent,
which makes them unusable for our purpose. In this paper,
we use Leq measures based on level-dependent frequency
weighting contours drawn from the Fletcher–Munson [25]
and ISO226:2003 [26] standards, the latter being detailed
in Fig. 32. While there exists many such standards, we se-
lect ISO226:2003 on the grounds that it is an up-to-date
international norm, and Fletcher–Munson because it is a
reference to which more modern standards are compared
[27]. Mixing on headphones is often considered as very
different to mixing on loudspeakers [28]. Reference to both
Fletcher–Munson and ISO226:2003, which were respec-
tively obtained using headphones and loudspeakers [25]–
[26], may address some differences between headphone and
loudspeaker mixing. We will write as Leq (Standard-phon
value) the corresponding loudness approximation.

As a sanity check, we compare level-dependent models
against other loudness models. We focus on three FWCs
from each standard: 10 phon (low loudness), 50 phon

2Matlab implementation by Jeff Tackett, http://
www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/authors/17361
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0.05. The black squares along the diagonal gather models using
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(medium loudness), and 90 phon (high loudness). This re-
sults in six Leq–based loudness models, which we compare
with each other and with other loudness models by eval-
uating the linear correlations between loudness measures
made on our corpus using each model. The other mod-
els are Leq(A), Leq(C) [23], EBU3341 [29], Zwicker and
Fastl’s model for nonstationary sounds [30], and Glasberg
& Moore’s models for nonstationary sounds [31]. Results
are shown in Fig. 4. Similar-level measures from differ-
ent standards are generally better correlated to each other
than they are to other loudness models, thus indicating a
consensus between the two standards at similar monitoring
levels.

1.3 Audibility and brightness descriptors
In pop and rock music, equalization is omnipresent [32]

and is frequently applied liberally [15]. The two major
corrective purposes of equalization are “the unmasking of
sound sources” and “the avoidance of spurious resonances”
[15].

Masking is a phenomenon that has been deemed as un-
desirable [5],[9], and mixing has been shown to generally
lower the amount of masking between tracks [15]. How-
ever, in the context of our corpus, and as shown in Fig. 5,
all instruments are liable to mask other instruments at par-
ticular frequencies. Equalization may be used to minimize
masking, but only in favor of a specific instrument at a
particular frequency - a point of view shared by [32]. Each
track is assigned a frequency region in which it is allowed
to mask the other tracks.
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Fig. 5. Median Leq differences between individual tracks from
the corpus and the corresponding mix. The gray areas around the
median represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. Due to the nature
of the Leq models, the differences are model-independent and also
correspond to the RMS differences between individual tracks and
the mix.

Fig. 6. Power spectrum for the corpus tracks, weighted using the
ISO FWC corresponding to 50 phon. The solid line represents the
median, the vertical rectangles the 25th and 75th percentiles, and
the whiskers the 10th and 90th percentiles. The horizontal rect-
angle shows the central, flatter zone. The central zone is defined
as the largest contiguous zone inside a 6 dB range. This average
weighted spectrum is reminiscent of the average spectrum found
in [12].

As for resonance attenuation, it is a classic equalization
technique that can be used to lessen the individuality of
each instrument in favor of a better blend [33]. With less
resonances, the resulting spectral envevelope is flatter than
the original.

As far as the corpus is concerned, equalization therefore
shapes a track in two aspects: creation of a privileged fre-
quency region and flattening of the spectrum. We proceed
to design spectrum-related descriptors that account for both
aspects.

As shown in Fig. 6, if we weigh the corpus tracks’ power
spectrum with FWCs, thus producing an approximation of
the tracks’ loudness depending on the frequency, we can
generally identify three zones: a central, flatter section,
surrounded by two roll-offs. The width of the central zone
accounts for the frequencies for which the resonances have
been equalized and attenuated. The privileged frequency
region as previously illustrated in Fig. 5 is accounted for by
the central zone’s center frequency.

We propose three descriptors. The overall width of the
part of the perceived spectrum that corresponds to the cen-
tral zone we call weighted bandwidth. Loudness values
from bands inside the central zone are considered equal,
and greater than loudness values from the bands outside the
central zone. Therefore, masking effects between tracks
notwithstanding, the frequencies inside the central zone
correspond to the track elements that can be the most easily
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum model using three descriptors: optimal
weighted spectral centroid, optimal weighted bandwidth, and op-
timal monitoring level. At higher and lower monitoring levels,
weighted bandwidth is not maximal.

perceived. The greater the weighted bandwidth, the more
elements from the track can be heard.

The perceived spectrum depends on the level at which
the track is played [25],[26]. Therefore, the weighted band-
width is dependent on the monitoring level and for each
track, there exists a monitoring level for which the weighted
bandwidth is the largest. This level we call optimal moni-
toring level (OML), and the corresponding weighted band-
width the optimal weighted bandwidth (OWB). Given that
all the loudest frequency bands are concomitant, which we
find to be almost always the case in a mainstream rock
context, then a third descriptor is the optimal weighted
spectral centroid (OWSC). It is evaluated as the cen-
tral frequency for the loudest bands. As illustrated in
Fig. 7, these three descriptors, OML, OWB, and OWSC,
form a three-dimensional approximation of a track’s power
spectrum.

In the course of rock music mixing, it is universal prac-
tice to listen to the work in progress on high-end and control
monitors alternatively [34]. While high-end monitors pro-
vide transparency, control monitors simulate band-limited,
cheap consumer systems. A comparison of frequency re-
sponses from professional midfield and control monitors
is shown in Fig. 8, top. The main difference lies in low
frequency restitution, which is confirmed by the literature
[44],[45]. According to psychoacoustic models, the main
difference between frequency perception at low and high
monitoring levels also lies in low frequency restitution [27].
As shown in Fig. 8, bottom, both differences are similar.
Monitoring level and monitor range have the same influence
on frequency perception. Both dimensions can be consid-
ered as one. This makes OML, OWB, and OWSC not only
pertinent to monitoring level, but also to a scale that ranges
from low-level and/or low-end monitoring to high-level
and/or high-end monitoring.

We now proceed through the methodology leading to the
three spectrum-based descriptors. From either one of the
standards, we extract 91 FWCs belonging to the common
loudness range for the three standards, 10 to 90 phon. Given
any of the three standards, we use as frequency weighting
each one of the 91 FWCs. This amounts to performing a
term-by-term multiplication of the spectrum by each FWC,

4 J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 62, No. 10, 2014 October
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Fig. 8. Top, frequency responses from midfield (solid line) and
control monitors (dashed line). Responses are set at 0 dB at
1000 Hz. Solid gray and black areas indicate the standard de-
viation. Midfield monitors are Adam S3XV [35], Dynaudio BM5
[36], KRK K-RO [36], Genelec 1032B [37], and Neumann O-
410 [38]. Control monitors are Auratone 5C Super Sound Cube
[39], Avantone Active MixCubes [40], Equator D5 [41], Gen-
elec 6010A [42], and Yamaha NS10M [43]. Bottom, difference
between midfield and control monitor response (gray line), and
difference between ISO226:2003 equal loudness curves at 61 and
1 phon (black) [26].

Fig. 9. Top, the power spectrum for the bass guitar track in
30 Seconds To Mars, “Attack”, 2005. The data is smoothed for
readability purposes, and the 1000 Hz band is set to 0 dB. Bottom,
the 91 corresponding weighted power spectra using the Fletcher–
Munson model. Darker shades correspond to high levels, and
lighter shades to low levels. The data is smoothed for readability
purposes. The 1000 Hz band is always set to 0 dB. The white line
in the middle shows the weighted power spectrum for the optimum
monitoring level, with the 6 dB constraint being illustrated by the
rectangle.

which results in 91 weighted spectra per standard. Each
power spectrum is then translated so that its value is 0 dB
at 1000 Hz.

Fig. 9, top, shows the power spectrum for the bass track
from one of the songs in the corpus. Fig. 9, bottom, shows
the 91 resulting weighted spectra. For each frequency spec-
trum, we identify three frequency zones: a low frequency
roll-off, a high frequency roll-off, and a middle “flat” zone,
whose slope is moderate. Algorithmically, we evaluate the
middle zone as the largest contiguous set of frequency bands
for which the weighted spectrum can be contained inside a
6 dB span.

There are 91 weighted spectra, and one middle zone for
each weighted spectrum. As illustrated in Fig. 9, bottom,
there exists an FWC for which the “flat” zone is widest.
We select this FWC, and consider, as previously illustrated
in Fig. 7, that it can be approximated as a set of three line
segments, respectively, corresponding to the low frequency
roll-off, the high frequency roll-off, and the middle “flat”
zone. The roll-off sections are considered as negligible, for
the reason that they correspond to lower loudness values
that are more difficult to hear. This leaves us with only one
horizontal line segment, which can be entirely described
using only two parameters, its center and its width.

The methodology we propose is motivated by a cogni-
tive interpretation: for each track, there exists a monitoring
level (FWC level in phon) for which a maximum of spec-
trum bands are equally loud, and louder than the other
bands (largest “flat” zone). The FWC phon value corre-
sponding to the largest “flat” zone is the optimal monitor-
ing level (OML). The middle zone center is the optimal
weighted spectral centroid (OWSC). The “flat” zone width
is the OWB. The OWSC provides an approximation of the
sound’s cognitive brightness at the OML, as does the orig-
inal spectral centroid [46].

2 RESULTS

2.1 Relation between Loudness and OWSC
We first evaluate the relation between loudness and

OWSC. Starting from the Corpus described in Section 1.3,
we evaluate the loudness for each track. The FWC level
values we consider for the experiment range from 10 to 90
phon, with a 5-by-5 phon increment. Each track is there-
fore measured using the two different standards with seven-
teen FWC values for each standard (Fletcher–Munson and
ISO226:2003). Simultaneously, we evaluate the OWSC for
each track. Since the OWSC is dependent on the standard
from which the FWCs that are used for its evaluation are
extracted, each track corresponds to two OWSC values.

For each loudness model, each FWC level and each
OWSC standard, we evaluate the linear correlation between
loudness and OWSC values. To do so, we use two meth-
ods. The first method consists of evaluating the correlation
based on the 392 couples of values. The second method
consists of first grouping each track into its class (kick
drum, snare drum, overheads, bass guitar, nonlead guitar,
lead guitar, and vocals), calculating the median values for
each descriptor inside the class, and then evaluating the
correlation based on the resulting 7 couples of values. The
results are compiled in Fig. 10. For low FWC levels, the
correlation is positive, with OWSC values getting higher as
loudness increases. For high FWC levels, the correlation is
negative, with, on the contrary, OWSC values getting lower
as loudness increases.

We expand the experiment towards a larger variety of
models, using smoothed versions of FWCs and allowing
combinations between models. Fig. 11 illustrates the result,
by illustrating OWSC and loudness based on Leq models
relying on the particular 10, 50, and 90 phon smoothed
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Fig. 10. Correlations between loudness and OWSC. The top
diagram shows correlations evaluated on all 392 couples of values.
The bottom diagram shows correlations evaluated on the 7 couples
of values corresponding to the track classes.

FWCs that provide the highest correlation spans and there-
fore the strongest relations between loudness and OWSC.
Correlations based on track classes decrease from 0.56 (p
value 0.19) to −0.76 (p value 0.05) when monitoring level
increases, while correlations based on all single tracks de-
crease from 0.48 (p value 0.00) to −0.53 (p value 0.00).
Siginificance is discussed in Section 2.3. Representations of
the 25th and 75th percentiles for the distributions show that
most songs follow an archetypal OWSC/loudness pattern.
To get more information about the consensus, we cluster
the 55 songs into 10 clusters. Over all models and stan-
dards, a mean of 82% songs are sorted in one single cluster,
with the other 18% being evenly distributed between the
nine remaining clusters. This indicates a strong consensus
towards a typical arrangement, with a number of singular
exceptions.

2.2 Relation between Loudness and OML
Using the same protocol as in Section 2.1, we evaluate

the relation between loudness and OWB. Results are shown
in Fig. 12. For low FWC levels, the correlation is positive,

Fig. 11. From top to bottom, OWSC as a function of the loudness values corresponding to 10, 50, and 90 phon FWCs respectively. The
loudness model is based on Fletcher–Munson FWCs smoothed using a low-pass filter with a normalized cutoff frequency at 0.24, and
the OWSC model on ISO226:2003 FWCs smoothed using a low-pass filter with a normalized cutoff frequency at 0.54. This particular
combination of models provides the strongest relations between loudness and OWSC. The name of the track class lies at the median
values. The surrounding rectangles indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. The solid line segment shows the linear regression for the
median values. The dashed line segment shows the linear regression for values over all track classes. The grayed areas indicate the
distribution of OWSC and loudness values across all track classes.
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Fig. 12. Correlations between loudness and OML. The top dia-
gram shows correlations evaluated on all 392 couples of values.
The bottom diagram shows correlations evaluated on the 7 couples
of values corresponding to the track classes.

with OML values getting higher as loudness does. For high
FWC levels, the correlation is negative.

Again, we expand the experiment towards a larger va-
riety of models, using smoothed versions of FWCs and
allowing combinations between models. Fig. 13 illustrates
the highest correlation span found. Use of the 50- and 90-
phon FWCs provides no obvious arrangement and should
therefore be discarded. Correlation based on track classes
is 0.72 (p value 0.07), while correlation based on all single
tracks is 0.50 (p value 0.00). Significance is discussed in
Section 2.3. Use of the 10-phon FWCs results in a very good
alignment, with OML clearly increasing with loudness, the
only exception concerning the bass class. Bass class ex-
cluded, the correlation based on track classes reaches 0.98

(p value 0.00). Consensus is still important, with 72% of
individual songs being sorted into the main cluster.

2.3 Significance
We examine the p values found in relation to the ex-

periments conducted in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. As far as
correlations evaluated on all tracks are concerned, p values
corresponding to high and low FWC levels are always less
than 0.01, indicating a significant correlation. p values eval-
uated on track classes, however, are higher than 0.1, which
is to be expected given the low number of classes. That
said, the two sets of correlations follow a similar behavior,
suggesting that correlations evaluated on track classes are
indeed significant despite high p values.

To further confirm the results’ significance, we now per-
form an additional experiment, in which we look for similar
relations in a corpus of badly produced tracks - and fail,
which shows that the results obtained in Sections 2.1 and
2.2 are neither random nor trivial.

What is bad production is not easy to characterize. In the
studio, highly unorthodox techniques, such as processing
snare drums using the engineer’s talkback [47], splitting the
output of a low-range drum machine into different guitar
amps [48], or extracting the dynamic envelope of a sin-
gle track to regulate the whole mix [49] are commonplace,
even in the context of mainstream music. Since we’re deal-
ing with a rock oriented corpus, we will consider as bad
production spectral modifications that are seldom heard in
the context of this music genre. To that purpose, we use
narrow-band EQs, which we devise so that the processed
tracks sound highly unnatural, tinny, and “electronic,” a
style of sound that’s not common to rock music.

We process each track in the corpus ten times using a
25-band filter, the gain for each band being a random value
between −20 and +20 dB (uniform probability). The result-
ing tracks sound completely out of place in the context of

Fig. 13. OML as a function of the loudness values corresponding to 10-phon FWCs. The loudness model is based on Fletcher–Munson
FWCs smoothed using a low-pass filter with a normalized cutoff frequency at 0.24, and the OWSC model on Fletcher–Munson FWCs
smoothed using a low-pass filter with a normalized cutoff frequency at 0.16. This particular combination of models provides the strongest
relations between loudness and OML. The name of the track class lies at the median values. The surrounding rectangles indicate the
25th and 75th percentiles. The solid line segment shows the linear regression for the median values. The dashed line segment shows the
linear regression for values over all track classes. The grayed areas indicate the distribution of OWSC and loudness values across all
track classes.
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Fig. 14. Correlations between loudness and OWSC based on the
degraded corpus. The top diagram shows correlations evaluated
on all single couples of values. The bottom diagram shows corre-
lations evaluated on the 7 couples of values corresponding to the
track classes.
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Fig. 15. Correlations between loudness and OML based on the
degraded corpus. The top diagram shows correlations evaluated
on all single couples of values. The bottom diagram shows corre-
lations evaluated on the 7 couples of values corresponding to the
track classes.

mainstream rock music. We then follow the same protocol
as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Results are shown in Figs. 14
and 15. For comparison purposes, the scale for the vertical
axis is the same as in Figs. 10 and 12.

Results drawn from the degraded corpus are clearly dif-
ferent and do not indicate any clear relation between the
different descriptors. In particular, correlations evaluated
on all tracks are close to zero, and, unlike what was ob-
served in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the two sets of correlations
don’t converge. This indicates that the previously observed
relations between loudness, OWSC and OML do not apply
to a badly produced song. It confirms that these relations
cannot be observed in the context of any ensemble of tracks,
and therefore, cannot be considered as trivial.

2.4 Interpretation
In Section 2.1, we found significant correlations be-

tween loudness and OWSC. Assuming OWSC provides
an approximation for cognitive brightness, and taking into
account observations made in Section 1.3 pertaining to
the monitoring level/monitor range equivalence, the cor-
relations suggest that at lower monitoring levels and/or
on consumer monitoring systems, comparatively softer
tracks sound darker, and comparatively louder tracks sound
brighter. Conversely, at higher monitoring levels and/or on
high-range monitoring systems, comparatively softer tracks
sound brighter, and comparatively louder tracks sound
darker.

In Section 2.2, we found significant correlations between
loudness and OML. We focus on the results that concern
the use of 10-phon FWCs during loudness evaluation. The
unit for the x-axis is the generic “LU” (Loudness Unit),
which is roughly equivalent to the dB. The unit for the y-
axis is the phon, which is also roughly equivalent to the dB.
The slope of the regression line is 2.5, which means that
an increase of 1 LU of loudness results in an increase of
2.5 phon of OML. In other words, the optimal monitoring
level increases faster than the actual level. However, in the
neighborhood of 30-phon FWCs, the slope is close to 1. The
optimal monitoring level increases correspondingly to the
actual level. Under the assumptions made in the previous
Sections concerning the cognitive and practical meaning of
OML, we can conclude that at relatively low monitoring
levels and/or on relatively low-range monitors, track spec-
trum and loudness are conjointly adjusted so that each track,
whatever its relative loudness, remains optimally perceived
and understood.

3 CONCLUSION

Mixing is often considered a mysterious activity. In the
like of old-fashioned guild artisans, engineers and produc-
ers reputedly learn “tricks of the trade” from the “Greatest
Teachers” or “mentors” [50]–[51], masters who share the
mysteries of their craft with their disciples. This attitude
has complicated the task of researchers who want to ratio-
nalize mixing. Potential myths have to be debunked, and
disagreement settled [15].

This paper suggests that as far as this particular cor-
pus is concerned, there exist constant underlying trends
enforced by human mixers that have not been previously
highlighted:

(1) At higher monitoring levels and/or on full-range
monitors, comparatively brighter tracks are mixed
softer, and comparatively darker tracks are mixed
louder. Given such monitoring conditions, audio en-
gineers appear to be concerned by the perceived
spectral balance.

(2) At lower monitoring levels and/or on budget mon-
itors, with the exception of the bass guitar, track
spectrum and loudness are set conjointly so that
each track is optimally understandable. Given such
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monitoring conditions, audio engineers appear to be
concerned by the comprehension of each individual
track.

Even though the corpus is particular in the sense that
it is based on sub-groups rather than on individual tracks,
this would imply that under reliable listening conditions,
comprehension is not an issue, and the music is mixed
to sound good – whatever the actual meaning of “good.”
When checking the mix on consumer monitors, such as on
laptop computer loudspeakers, sound is bad, and the main
concern switches to how much of each track can be heard
properly.

Comprehension of the act of mixing can only be ben-
eficial to the field of automatic mixing. Current literature
shows that authors tend to resort to hypotheses such as:

Hypothesis 1. A mix exhibits equal loudness between
tracks [7],[9], except for soloing instruments [11].

Hypothesis 2. A mix exhibits equal average perceptual
loudness on all frequencies amongst all multi-track
channels [6]. Loudness differences on particular fre-
quencies are in most cases an undesired artifact be-
cause they induce masking between tracks [11].

We show in this article that hypothesis 1 may not be
accurate. Soloing instruments such as lead vocals and gui-
tars may be louder, but equal loudness between the other
tracks cannot be observed. This confirms a similar conclu-
sion previously reached by [15] using a completely differ-
ent methodology. The stronger hypothesis 2 has also been
shown as inaccurate, with loudness differences at particular
frequencies being common.

We suggest instead that track balance and spectral profile
may be governed by principles that are distinct from level
equality and the minimization of masking effects between
tracks. We hope that the present article will contribute to a
better understanding of the mixing process and therefore to
the field of automatic mixing.
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